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Searching the Web using Keywords 

!   The Bohm Jacopini Theorem 







Let us try with a natural language 
question 

!   Who is the president of the United States? 





Let us consider a complex clue 

!   When hit by electrons, a phosphor gives off 
electromagnetic energy in this form 

!   Solutions: photons/light 
! Electrons, phosphor and electromagnetic energy 

are in a relation, which provides the solution 

!   How representing and using such relation in a 
machine? 



in this form 

String matching is not enough 
Deeper analysis is required 
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IBM Watson Summary (1) 

!   Technology for answering question such as:  
!   This fish was thought to be extinct millions of years ago 

until one was found off South Africa in 1938   
    Category: ENDS IN "TH”  

!   When hit by electrons, a phosphor gives off 
electromagnetic energy in this form 

    Category: General Science 

!   Secy. Chase just submitted this to me for the third 
time--guess what, pal. This time I'm accepting it  

   Category: Lincoln Blogs 
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IBM Watson Summary (2) 

!   Technology for using deep text information:   
!   In May 1898 Portugal celebrated the 400th anniversary 

of this explorer’s arrival in India. 
vs. 
!   In May, Gary arrived in India after he celebrated his 

anniversary in Portugal. 

vs. 
!   On the 27th of May 1498, Vasco da Gama landed in 

Kappad Beach 

!   Temporal, Geographic and Paraphrase reasoning 
allow Watson to select the right answer   

 



An idea of the deepQA of IBM Watson 

Q: When hit by electrons, a phosphor  gives off  electromagnetic energy in this form. 

Manually engineering rules/features like: 
Question 
Focus !   Sentence subject matches question subject and 

!   Sentence direct object is related to the question 
direct object also containing the focus 

 ⇒ Sentence direct object is the answer (set feature xi to 1) 

!   Sentence main verb matches main question verb and 



Limits of deepQA ? 

! deepQA is specific to the QA domain 
!   it actually solves factoid QA 
!   other different application domains would benefit from 

deep analysis 

!   Requires manual feature engineering which is costly 

!   New features required for  
!   QA application domains 
!   Community QA 

!   IBM has been working on adaptation 



From deepQA to Deep NLP 

!   Automatic feature engineering using 
!   deep syntactic/semantic structures 
!   learning with structural kernels 
!   deep learning with neural networks 

!   Benefits 
!   abstract definition of learning models: representations 

with structures rather than with features 
!   easy adaptation to different domains and languages 
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Similarity 
Function 

Intuition on kernel machines 
C1: Questions asking 

about a person 

C2: Questions asking 
about dates and 

numbers 

Who is the Italian 
prime minister? 

Who is the US 
 president? C1: Model 

Learning Algorithm 

When was Martin 
 Luther King born? 



Learned 
Hyperplane 

Kernels: similarity functions that map 
objects in a vector space 

kernels 

z1 
z2 

z3 

C2 When was Martin 
 Luther King born? 

What year was the  
Mona Lisa painted? 

What is the speed 
of light? 

Who is the Italian 
prime minister? 

Who is the US 
 president? 

Which of these are 
 authors? 

C1 



The classification function of  
Kernel Machines 

  

€ 

f (  x ) =
 
x ⋅
 
w + b = 0,    x ,  w ∈ ℜn ,b∈ ℜ

!   The equation of a hyperplane is 

!      is the vector representing the classifying example 

!      is the gradient of the hyperplane (learned model) 

!   The classification function is 

x


w

h( !x) = sign( f ( !x))



     

     
     

 
! Kernel Machines (e.g., SVMs or perceptron) are such that 

 

! Hence the classification function results: 

! Note that data only appears in the scalar product 
 

 

Kernel Trick 
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! Mapping vectors in a space where they are linearly 
separable,  
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! In the space    , we can rewrite the classification function 

as: 
  

  

 
 

Classifying in the ϕ space  

h( !x) = sgn(φ( !w) ⋅φ( !x)+bφ ) =

φ
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Kernel 
Function 

We have to use kernels as similarity 
functions 

C1: Questions asking 
about a person 

C2: Questions asking 
about dates and 

numbers 

Who is the Italian 
prime minister? 

Who is the US 
 president? C1: Model 

Learning Algorithm 

When was Martin 
 Luther King born? 



Building a Similarity Function for 
Jeopardy! Questions 

!   Usually, to do this is to lose a game without 
playing it  

   (solution: forfeit) 
!   When hit by electrons, a phosphor gives off 

electromagnetic energy in this form 
    (solution: photon/light) 

 



Syntactic Similarity using Parse Trees 
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Tree Kernel Similarity 
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Tree Kernel Similarity 

The substructure space is exponential 
but efficient algorithms based on 

dynamic programming are available 



How does this relate to vector spaces? 

!   Kernels are similarity functions 
!   Similarity can be intuitively used for learning and 

classifying but 

!   when do we use vector spaces, data points and 
hyperplanes ? 



The scalar product counts the number of 
features in the intersection set 

!   In Text Categorization documents are word vectors 

!   The dot product            counts the number of features in 
common = |{buy, sell, stock}| = 3  

!   This provides a sort of similarity 

Φ(dx ) =
!
x = (0,..,1,..,0,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,1)

                         buy           market        sell          stock    trade

zx 

⋅

Φ(dz ) =
z = (0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,0,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,0)

                         buy   company             sell         stock     



In the tree kernel space features are  
tree fragments 

zx

⋅
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φ(T
x
) =
 
x = (0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0,..,1,..,0)

!            counts the number of common substructures 
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 x ⋅  z = φ(Tx ) ⋅ φ(Tz ) = K(Tx,Tz ) =

                    =
nx ∈Tx

∑ Δ(nx,nz)
nz ∈Tz

∑

Efficient evaluation of the scalar product: 
Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) 



!   (Collins and Duffy, ACL 2002) evaluate Δ in O(n2): 
 

Δ(nx,nz ) = 0,   if the productions are different else
Δ(nx,nz ) =1,    if pre-terminals else

Δ(nx,nz ) = (1+Δ(ch(nx, j),ch(nz, j)))
j=1

nc(nx )

∏
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 x ⋅  z = φ(Tx ) ⋅ φ(Tz ) = K(Tx,Tz ) =

                    =
nx ∈Tx

∑ Δ(nx,nz)
nz ∈Tz

∑

Efficient evaluation of the scalar product: 
Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) 



Other Adjustments 

!   Normalization 

€ 

Δ(nx,nz ) = λ,    if pre - terminals else

Δ(nx,nz ) = λ (1+ Δ(ch(nx, j),ch(nz, j)))
j=1

nc(nx )

∏

€ 

" K (Tx,Tz ) =
K(Tx,Tz )

K(Tx,Tx ) ×K(Tz,Tz)
 

!   Decay factor 



Running Time of Tree Kernel Functions 

STK (fast) 
STK (slow) 
PTK (fast) 



More Powerful Tree Kernels on 
Dependency Trees (Croce et al., 2011) 

!   What is the width of a football field? 
!   What is the length of the biggest tennis court? 



Question Classification 

!   Definition: What does HTML stand for?     
!   Description: What's the final line in the Edgar Allan Poe 

poem "The Raven"?   
!   Entity: What foods can cause allergic reaction in people? 

!   Human: Who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1992?    

!   Location: Where is the Statue of Liberty?     

!   Manner: How did Bob Marley die?      

!   Numeric: When was Martin Luther King Jr. born?    

!   Organization: What company makes Bentley cars?   



Question Classifier based on Tree Kernels 

!   Question dataset (http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/Data/QA/QC/)   
[Lin and Roth, 2005]) 
!   Distributed on 6 categories: Abbreviations, Descriptions, Entity, 

Human, Location, and Numeric. 

!   Fixed split 5500 training and 500 test questions  

!   Using the whole question parse trees 

!   dependency or constituency 

 
 



State of the art on Question Classification 

!   Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) (Collins and Duffy, 2002) 
!   Partial Tree Kernel (PTK) (Moschitti, 2006) 

!   Smoothed PTK (Croce, Moschitti, Basili, 2011) 
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Figure 2: Lexical Only Centered Tree (LOCT).
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Figure 3: Lexical Centered Tree (LCT).
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Figure 4: Lexical and PoS-Tag Sequences Tree (LPST).

presents the experimental evaluation for QC and Section 4 derives
the conclusions.

2. COMPUTATIONAL STRUCTURES FOR
QUESTION CLASSIFICATION

Thanks to structural kernel similarity, a question classification
(QC) task can be easily modeled by representing questions, i.e.,
the classification objects, with their parse trees. Several syntactic
representations exist, we report the most interesting and effective
structures that we proposed in [7]. Given the following sentence:

(s1) What is the width of a football field?

the representation tree according to a phrase structure paradigm,
i.e. constituency tree (CT), is in Figure 1. We apply lemmatiza-
tion to the lexicals to improve generalization and, at the same time,
we add a generalized PoS-tag, i.e. noun (n::), verb (v::), adjective
(::a), determiner (::d) and so on, to them. This is useful to mea-
sure similarity between lexicals belonging to the same grammatical
category. Our conversion of dependency structures in dependency
trees is done in two steps:

• we generate the tree that includes only lexicals, where the
edges encode their dependencies. We call it the Lexical Only
Centered Tree (LOCT), e.g. see Figure 2.

• To each lexical node, we add two leftmost children, which
encode the grammatical function and POS-Tag, i.e. node fea-
tures. We call this structure the Lexical Centered Tree (LCT),
e.g. see Figure 3.

Additionally, for comparative purposes, we define a flat struc-
ture, the Lexical and PoS-tag Sequences Tree (LPST), e.g. see Fig-
ure 4, which ignores the syntactic structure of the sentence being a

STK PTK SPTK(LSA)
CT 91.20% 90.80% 91.00%
LOCT - 89.20% 93.20%
LCT - 90.80% 94.80%
LPST - 89.40% 89.60%
BOW 88.80%

Table 1: Accuracy of structural kernels applied to different
structures on QC

simple sequence of PoS-tag nodes, where lexicals are simply added
as children.

3. EXPERIMENTS
The aim of the experiments is to analyze the role of lexical simi-

larity embedded in syntactic structures. For this purpose, we present
results on QC and the related error analysis.

3.1 Setup
Our referring corpus is the UIUC dataset [13]. It is composed

by a training set of 5,452 questions and a test set of 500 questions1.
The latter are organized in six coarse-grained classes, i.e., ABBRE-
VIATION, ENTITY, DESCRIPTION, HUMAN, LOCATION and
NUMBER.

For learning our models, we extended the SVM-LightTK soft-
ware2 [14, 15] (which includes structural kernels, i.e., STK and
PTK in SVMLight [8]) with the smooth match between tree nodes,
i.e. the SPTK defined in [7].

For generating constituency trees, we used Charniak’s parser [5]
whereas we applied LTH syntactic parser (described in [12]) to gen-
erate dependency trees.

The lexical similarity was designed with LSA applied to uk-
Wak [1], which is a large scale document collection made by 2
billion tokens (see [7] for more details). We implemented multi-
classification using one-vs-all scheme and selecting the category
associated with the maximum SVM margin.

3.2 Classification Results
The F1 of SVMs using (i) STK applied to CT and (ii) PTK and

SPTK applied to the several structures for QC is reported in Ta-
ble 1. The first column shows the different structures described
in Section 2. The first row lists the tree kernel models. The last
row reports the accuracy of bag-of-words (BOW), which is a linear
kernel applied to lexical vectors.

It is worth nothing that:

• BOW produces high accuracy, i.e. 88.8% but it is improved
by STK, current state-of-the-art3 in QC [18, 17];

• PTK applied to the same tree of STK (i.e. CT) produces a
slightly lower value (non-statistically significant difference);
and

• PTK applied to LCT, which contains structures but also gram-
matical functions and PoS-tags, achieves higher accuracy than
when applied to LOCT (no grammatical/syntactic features)
or to LPST (no structure).

1http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/
2http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
3Note that higher accuracy values for smoothed STK are shown in
[4] but the one optimizing a validation set is not shown.

different 
types of 

trees 
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Deep NLP for Relational Learning 
(from two short texts) 

!   Automatic recognition of the relations between two short 
texts 
!   Paraphrase Identification 
!   Textual Entailment Recognition 
!   Answer Selection/Reranking in Question Answering 
!   Machine Translation 
!   Question/Question similarity  
!   … 



Paraphrase Identification and 
Textual Entailment 



Task: given two sentences s1 and s2, understand whether 
they convey the same meaning 

 S1: Federer beat Nadal S2: Federer defeated Nadal 

Paraphrase Identification 



Paraphrase Identification 

Task: given two sentences s1 and s2, understand whether 
they convey the same meaning 

 S1: Federer beat Nadal S2: Federer defeated Nadal 



Paraphrase Identification 

Task: given two sentences s1 and s2, understand whether 
they convey the same meaning 

 S1: Federer beat Nadal S2: Federer defeated Nadal S3: Nadal beat Federer 



Paraphrase Identification 

Task: given two sentences s1 and s2, understand whether 
they convey the same meaning 

 S1: Federer beat Nadal S2: Federer defeated Nadal S3: Nadal beat Federer 

Note that S1 and S3 have the same words 
 but they are not evidently a paraphrase 



Learning from pairs with Deep NLP 

IDEA: a pair of sentences 
is likely a paraphrase if it 

is similar to a training 
paraphrase pair 

s1
A s1

B 

s2
A 

s2
B 

Pair A: paraphrase 
Pair B: paraphrase 



Learning from pairs with Deep NLP 

Implementing 
similarity between pairs of 

sentences 

s1
A s1

B 

s2
A 

s2
B 

Pair A: paraphrase 
Pair B: paraphrase 



Learning from pairs with Deep NLP 
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Learning from pairs with Deep NLP 
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Learning from pairs with Deep NLP 

s1
A s1

B 

s2
A 

s2
B 

Large match 
between member 
pairs 

Pair A: paraphrase 

⇒ 
The approach fails 
to recognize false 
paraphrases 

Pair B: non-paraphrase 



Using intra-pair links 
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Using intra-pair links 

s1
A s1

B 

s2
A 

s2
B 

Pair A: paraphrase Pair B: non-paraphrase 

Cross link structures 
do not match 

 These are 
discriminative 

features 



Let’s check with paraphrasing pairs 
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s2
A 

s2
B 

Pair A: paraphrase 
Pair B: paraphrase 



Let’s check with paraphrasing pairs 

s1
A s1

B 

s2
A 

s2
B 

Pair A: paraphrase 
Pair B: paraphrase 

Cross-pair structures  
are matched 



Results on Paraphrase Identification 
(Filice et al, ACL 2015) 

MSR Paraphrase Corpus (4076 training pairs, 1725 test pairs) 

KERNELS: 
-  LK, linear kernel over similarity metrics (lexical: n-grams, Jaccard sim., etc.) 
-  GK, graph kernel 
-  SPTKW2V, smoothed PTK using word2vec similarity 

Kernel  Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 
LK 75.9 0.784 0.881 0.829 
GK 75.1 0.752 0.933 0.833 
LK+GK+SPTKW2V 79.1  0.807  0.901  0.852  
(Socher et al., 2011)  76.8  −  −  0.836  
(Madnani et al., 2012)  77.4  −  −  0.841 



Results on Textual Entailment 
(Filice et al, ACL 2015) 

RTE-3 Corpus (800 training pairs, 800 test pairs) 

Kernel  Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 
Linear Kernel (LK) 62.0 0.608 0.729 0.663 

Graph Kernel (GK) 55.3 0.555 0.651 0.599 
SPTKW2V (word2vec) 67.0 0.636 0.834 0.722 
(Zanzotto et al., 2009)  66.7 −  −  −  
(Iftene and Balahur-Dobrescu, 2007)  69.1 −  −  −  



Question Answer Classification 



Encoding question/answer pairs 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Roll	over,	Mark	Twain,	
because	Mark	McGwire	is	
on	the	scene.	 > , 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 

Correct	QuesBon	Answer	Pair	

Incorrect	QuesBon	Answer	Pair	



Encoding question/answer pairs 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 

(0.5,	0.4,	0.3,	0.0,	0.2,…,	1.0)	

lexical:	n-grams,	Jaccard	sim.,	etc.	
syntac1c:	dependency	path,	TED	
seman1c:	WN	path,	ESA,	etc.	

Encode	q/a	pairs	via	
similarity	features	



Encoding question/answer pairs 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 

(0.5,	0.4,	0.3,	0.0,	0.2,…,	1.0)	

lexical:	n-grams,	Jaccard	sim.,	etc.	
syntac1c:	dependency	path,	TED	
seman1c:	WN	path,	ESA,	etc.	

Encode	q/a	pairs	via	
similarity	features	

bri6le	
representa1on	



Encoding question/answer pairs 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 

(0.5,	0.4,	0.3,	0.0,	0.2,…,	1.0)	

lexical:	n-grams,	Jaccard	sim.,	etc.	
syntac1c:	dependency	path,	TED	
seman1c:	WN	path,	ESA,	etc.	

Complex	feature	
engineering	 Encode	q/a	pairs	via	

similarity	features	

bri6le	
representa1on	



Our approach 

!   Model Q/A pairs explicitly as linguistic structures 
!   Rely on Kernel Learning to automatically extract and learn 

powerful syntactic patterns 

< > , (0.5,	0.2,…,	1.0)	, 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 



Computing kernel between Q/A pairs 

< > , (0.5,	0.2,…,	1.0)	, 

< > , (0.5,	0.2,…,	1.0)	, 

Kfvec	KTK	KTK	



Relational shallow trees 
(Severyn and Moschitti, 2012) 

< > , 

What	is	Mark	
Twain's	real	
name?	< 

Samuel	Langhorne	
Clemens,	be@er	known	
as	Mark	Twain.	 > , 



Semantic linking 
(Severyn et al., 2013) 

< > , 

QuesBon	Category:	HUM	



Semantic linking 
(Severyn et al., 2013) 

< > , 

QuesBon	Category:	HUM	

Focus:	name	



Semantic linking 
(Severyn et al., 2013) 

< > , 

QuesBon	Category:	HUM	

Focus:	name	 Find	enBBes	in	the	
	answer	passage:	PERSON	



Semantic linking 
(Severyn et al., 2013) 

< > , 

QuesBon	Category:	HUM	

Focus:	name	 Find	enBBes	in	the	
	answer	passage:	PERSON	

Link	focus	word	and	named	
enBty	tree	fragments	



Semantic linking 
(Severyn et al., 2013) 

NER: Person NER: Personfocus

< > , 
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Deep Learning models 

!   Rely only on words as input  
!   Words are represented as vectors aka embeddings 

!   Learn compositional rules to represent sentences 
from the input words only 

!   Captures syntactic/semantic information 
!   Merge feature extraction and learning steps 

!   State-of-the-art results on many sentence 
classification tasks [Nal et al., 2014; Kim, 2014] 



From SVMs to Neural Networks 

!   A	single	Neural	Network	neuron	is	a	computaBonal	unit	

!   4	inputs	and	1	output	and	parameters	w,	b.	

!   This	is	basically	a	support	vector	machines	
y	

x1	 x2	 x3	 x4	 b	
w1	 w2	 w3	 w4	

y =σ !x ⋅ !w+b( )



A Deep Architecture 

Output	Layer	

Hidden	Layers	

Input	Layer	 x	

h1	

h2	

y	
Predicts	the	
supervised	target	

Learns	more	abstract	
representaBons	

Encodes	raw	
inputs	

x1	 x2	

z1	 z2	 z3	 b2	

y



!   Given a sentence, e.g., 

 

 

!   Each words is represented with an fixed size vector 

   Cat chills   on   a   mat   

 

!
x1    !x2     !x3   !x4   !x5

Word Representation in Neural Networks 



!   Given a sentence, e.g., 

 

 

!   These vectors are concatenated and fed to the first hidden 
layer of the Network 

   Cat chills   on   a   mat   

 

!
x1    !x2     !x3   !x4   !x5

Word Representation in Neural Networks 



Word Representation in Neural Networks 

   Cat chills   on   a   mat   

 

   Cat         chills         on          a              mat   



Word Representation in Neural Networks 

   Cat         chills         on          a              mat   

Input	Layer	 x	

h1	

h2	

y	Output	Layer	

Hidden		
Layers	



Word2Vec Tool 

!   Tool developed by Mikolov to pre-train 
word embeddings. 

!   Two artificial tasks:  
!   CBOW: predict a word given the context 
! SkipGram: predict a context given the 

word 

!   Allows to train embedding on very large 
datasets (Wikipedia) 

Cat		chills		(X)		a			mat			

NN	

on	

CBOW	model	



Neural Networks for Relational 
Learning 

!   Two sentence models, i.e., two simple networks 

!   Similarity between the model above 

!   Joint feature layer 

!   Hidden layer 

! Softmax 



Our Deep ConvNet Architecture 
(Severyn & Moschitti, SIGIR 2015) 



Mapping	sentences	to	
fixed-size	vectors	

Our Deep ConvNet Architecture 
(Severyn & Moschitti, SIGIR 2015) 



Our Deep ConvNet Architecture 
(Severyn & Moschitti, SIGIR 2015) 

Mapping	sentences	to	
fixed-size	vectors	 Similarity	matching	



ConvNet Sentence Model 



Convolution Op 



Convolution Op 



Convolution Op 



Convolution Op 



Multiple Convolution feature maps 



Pooling 



Encoding word overlap: embeddings 



Summary: ConvNet sentence model 

!   Maps input sentences (words) to fixed-size word 
vectors 

!   Atomic words -> distributional word vectors aka word 
embeddings (can be also learned) 

!   Convolution Op acts as an n-gram feature extractor 
!   Multiple feature maps learn and capture various 

aspects of sentence 
!   Model relational information directly by augmenting 

word embeddings 



Pair Matching 

sim(xq,xd) = x

T
q Mxd



Pair representation 
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Experiments: datasets 

! WikiQA 
!   http://aka.ms/WikiQA 
!   2118 train questions, 293 test questions  

!   TREC13 
!   https://code.google.com/archive/p/jacana/ 
!   1229 train questions, 68 test questions 

!   Removed questions having answers  
!   all-negative from both TREC13, WikiQA 
!   all-positive from only TREC13 



State of the art in Answer Selection 

!   Quasi-synchronous grammars (Wang, 2007) 

!   Tree Edit Distance (Heilman & Smith, 2010) 

!   Probabilistic model to learn TED transformations on 
dependency trees (Wang & Manning, 2010) 

!   CRF + TED features (Yao et al., 2013) 

!   SVM + shallow parse tree representation (Severyn & 
Moschitti, 2012, 2013) 

!   Neural Networks (Severyn & Moschitti, 2015) (Wang and 
Nyberg, 2015) 



More recent state of the art 
! Kateryna Tymoshenko and Alessandro Moschitti. 2015. Assessing 

the impact of syntactic and semantic structures for answer 
passages reranking. In CIKM 2015. ACM. 

!   Wen-Tau Yih, Ming-Wei Chang, Christopher Meek, and Andrzej 
Pastusiak. 2013. Question answering using enhanced lexical 
semantic models. In ACL 2013, August. 

! arXiv preprint  
! Yishu Miao, Lei Yu, and Phil Blunsom. 2015. Neural variational 

inference for text processing 
! Zhiguo Wang and Abraham Ittycheriah. 2015. Faq-based 

question answering via word alignment.  
! Wenpeng Yin, Hinrich Schutze, Bing Xiang, and Bowen Zhou. 

2015. ABCNN: Attention-based convolutional neural network for 
modeling sentence pairs 



Experiments: models (1) 
(Tymoshenko, Bonadiman, Moschitti, NAACL 2016) 
!   CNN 

!   described before 

!   SVM applied to  
!   Tree Kernels 

!  Partial Tree Kernel (Moschitti, ECML 2006) 
!   using relational structures 

!   polynomial kernel over the CNN embeddings 
!  Answer Embedding (AE) 
!  Question Embedding (QE) 
!   Joint Embedding (JE) 

!   combinations of the two 



Experiments: models (2) 
(Tymoshenko, Bonadiman, Moschitti, NAACL 2016) 
!   Models 

!   SVM(TK) 
!   SVM(AE+QE) 
!   SVM(JE) 

!   Combinations 
!   SVM(TK+JE) 
!   SVM(TK+AE+QE)  

!   Meta classifier (logistic regression) 
!   LG(SVM(TK), SVM(JE), CNN)) 
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Summary on TREC 13 

Table 5: Syntactic structures using Stanford parser and LD
Model LD MRR MAP P@1
CH+V+REL+FREL + TM

N

:Y+W 43.12±2.70 35.56±2.12 33.05±4.08
+TM

ND

:Y+W 43.55±1.81 35.72±1.52 33.90±2.64
+TM

NF

:Y+W 43.54±1.74 36.22±1.16 33.78±2.31
+TM

NDF

:Y 42.57±1.67 35.91±1.94 32.20±2.45
DT1+V+REL+FREL +TM

NDF

:Y 42.98±1.32 35.47±0.62 32.68±2.09
DT2+V+REL+FREL +TM

NDF

:Y 43.32±2.24 35.96±1.94 33.17±3.49
DT3

Q

+DT2
A

+V+REL+FREL
+TM

NDF

:Y 43.77±1.79 36.14±1.40 34.15±1.83

Table 6: Experiments of LD on Answerbag data
Model MRR MAP P@1
CH+V+REL+FREL 69.29 69.50 60.00
DT1+V+REL+FREL 62.76 63.08 52.50
CH+V+REL+FREL+wikiREL 70.17 70.31 60.80
+TM

N

:Y+W 70.66 70.77 61.10
+TM

N

:Y 70.35 70.46 60.60
+TM

ND

:Y+W 70.62 70.76 61.10
+TM

NF

:Y+W 70.44 70.58 60.50
+TM

NDF

:Y 70.64 70.75 60.80

significant improvement of around 3.5 points in terms of MRR as
compared to the baseline CH+V+REL+FREL. The comparison of
our models with the state-of-the-art results, reported by Tab. 8,
shows that our kernel-based rerankers outperforms the very recent
best model, i.e., Wang and Nyberg (2015), by 2.17% absolute in
MRR and 1.31% in MAP. Moreover, when we add LD informa-
tion, the improvement in MAP increases to 2.73% absolute.

8.4 Efficiency
Computational complexity. The complexity of the type match

procedure for a short text pair, Tent and Tgen, described in Sec-
tion 5.2 is O(k ⇥ |Tgen| ⇥ |Tent|). |T | is the length of text T in
terms of words. k is a LD-dataset specific constant denoting the
maximal amount of generalizations per all uri-s corresponding to a
word. For example, in case of WordNet this would be the maximal
amount of hypernyms for all the senses of a given word.

Wikipedia annotation time. Wikipedia annotation time depends
on the algorithms used to perform wikification, tools and tech-
niques for Wikipedia data storage and retrieval, and hardware ca-
pacity. In our experiments we used (i) a local installation of Wikipedia
Miner (WM) on a DELL N5110 machine28 and a (ii) commercial
web-service optimized for fast text processing, ML, which we ac-
cess using REST API. We store preprocessed version of Wikipedia
to be used by WM 1.0 in a 5.5.17 MySQL database.

Table 9 provides information about the running time of Wikipedia
annotation on two randomly selected subsets of text pairs with dif-
ferent length. Size column reports number of Q/AP pairs processed,
Avg length reports their average length in words, and the two last
columns report the average time required to process one pair in sec-
onds (and total time required to process the full corpus in minutes
in parentheses). The speed exhibited by the ML service shows that
the methods relying on linking to Wikipedia are scalable for large
amounts of data given the efficient implementation of the wikifica-
tion tool.

Type data extraction time. We use Jena TDB 0.9.029 RDF
triple store to store local YAGO, WordNet and DBpedia data. Jena
TDB efficiency30 was evaluated on a number of benchmarks with

286GB RAM, four core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2630M CPU @
2.00GHz processor, 64-bit operating system, 640gb 2.5" Sata II
Hard Drive with 5400 RPM

29http://jena.apache.org/documentation/tdb/
index.html

30We installed Jena TDB on a server machine with
12Intel R�Xeon R�Processor X5670 processors, with 94GB RAM

Table 7: Results of CH+FREL plus the best LD models on TREC13
Model MAP MRR
CH+REL+FREL 72.65 81.30
CH+REL+FREL+wikiREL 72.99 80.37
+TM

N

:Y 74.07 81.10
+TM

NF

:Y 73.73 79.52
+TM

ND

:Y 74.05 80.19
+TM

NDF

:Y 72.94 79.78

Table 8: Previous work results on the TREC13.
Model MRR MAP
Wang et al. (2007)[42] 68.52 60.29
Heilman and Smith (2010)[14] 69.17 60.91
Wang and Manning (2010)[41] 69.51 59.51
Yao et al. (2013)[43] 74.77 63.07
Severyn and Moschitti (2013)[31] 75.20 68.29
Yih et al. (2013)[45] 77.00 70.92
Wang and Nyberg (2015) [40] 79.13 71.34
CH+FREL (this work) 81.30 72.65
CH+FREL+wikiREL+TMN :Y 81.10 74.07

results reported, for example, in [5]. We store YAGO2 and Word-
Net+DBpedia data in separate triple stores.

In our case, extracting all the generalizations of the URI, i.e.
sending a set of SPARQL queries to a triple store, took 18.22, 36.28
and 68.59 milliseconds for WordNet, YAGO and DBpedia, respec-
tively. In average, we extracted 32 type-type label pairs per anchor
from WordNet, 49 from YAGO and 26 from DBpedia.

Table 9: Wikipedia annotation time
Dataset Size Average Average (total) time

length ML MW
Sample1 1599 36.78 0.14s (3.6m) 2.84s (75.7m)
Sample2 1146 107.30 0.23s (4.3m) 9.02s (172.7m)

9. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a study on syntactic structures enriched with

semantic information from statistical classifiers and knowledge from
LD for passage reranking. In particular, YAGO, DBpedia and Word-
Net are used to match constituents from QA pairs. Such matches
are used to enrich semantic structures. The experiments with TREC
QA and the above models also combining traditional feature vec-
tors and the improved relational structures greatly outperform a
strong IR baseline, i.e., BM25, by 101%, and previous state-of-
the-art reranking models, e.g., up to 16% in MAP. Differently from
previous work, our models can effectively use semantic knowledge
in statistical learning to rank methods. It should be stressed that our
experiments have shown that simply using semantic information as
features (even if extracted from a powerful resource as LD) does
not significantly improve BM25. It is really necessary to encode
semantic features in syntactic structures and then generate syntac-
tic/semantic relational patterns between question and answer pas-
sage (to be used as features in the reranker).

Our promising results open interesting future directions in de-
signing novel semantic structures and using innovative semantic
representations in learning algorithms for IR applications. Addi-
tionally, jointly using deep neural networks with our approach is an
interesting and promising research direction.
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  Our best TK model 85.53 75.18  



Conclusions 
!   Many modern applications/businesses require deep 

analysis of text  

!   Google, Facebook, IBM, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Amazon, 
ebay, … 

!   Problems: feature engineering and domain adaptation 

!   Deep NLP solutions: deep syntactic/semantic 
structures, kernel methods and deep learning 

!   Deep NLP aims at providing capabilities similar to 
those of IBM deepQA but targeting general language 
applications 
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